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Electronic Coin Toss  

 

 

 

 Why this circuit? 

 

This circuit was not designed for people who can make up their mind nor have a coin to use for a 

heads or tail coin toss. This circuit can also be used to ask it yes or no questions. People in life 

are always faced with decisions and sometimes you cannot decide so, this is a circuit that will 

help you make up your mind. 

 

What would this cost me? 

 

This circuit is not very expensive for one to construct. This can be constructed for approximately 

$6 and does not cost much time either. It would take someone who is doing this for their first 

time around an hour or two, and someone who is adept (intermediate) in skill under one hour to 

construct, including soldering and planning.  

 

Where could I find these parts? 

 

The parts for this circuit can be easily found for a very good price at two websites; Mouser 

Electronics (www.mouser.com) and Jameco Electronics (www.jameco.com). These two sites 

also have PCB Boards for the final steps of the project.  

 

Anything else I should know? 

 

This circuit can run on a 5V (Volt) power source or a 9V battery. It is recommended if this is 

your first circuit, to use a breadboard for planning on how to lay out the circuit and then use a 

PCB Board with rows that are connected just like your breadboard so it will be as simple as 

possible. Also, there is two microchips that are in this circuit (NE555 and 4017). 

http://www.mouser.com/
http://www.jameco.com/
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Parts List (All parts numbers listed below are for Jameco Electronics): 

 

 Microchips: 

       NE555                                   4017  

   Qty: 1     Qty: 1 

   Part#: 890091    Part#: 251660 

   Label: IC1                              Label: IC2 

 

 Resistors: 

      47k Ohm                         470 Ohm                           1M Ohm                   100 Ohm 

  Qty: 2                                Qty: 2                                 Qty: 1                         Qty: 2 

  Part#: 691260                    Part#: 690785                    Part#: 691585             Part#: 690620 

  Label: R1, R2                    Label: R3, R4                    Label: R5                    Label: R6, R7 
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Parts (Continued…): 

 

 Capacitors: 

      1uF 50V                         0.1uF 

   Qty: 1                              Qty: 1 

   Part#: 94161                    Part#: 25523 

   Label: C1                         Label: C2 

 

 

 LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes): 

     Red    Green 

  Qty: 1            Qty: 1 

  Part#: 202471                      Part#: 334086 

  Label: D1                            Label: D2                                 **(Note: Can use any color for LED)** 

 

 

 Switch:       Transistor: 

         Push Button                BV548 

      Qty: 1               Qty: 1 

      Part#: 2095120                           Part#: 254781 

      Label: S1                                                                                   Label: Q1 

 

Construction: 

 

Step One:   

The first step is pretty simple and it is  

getting a breadboard to use and to start  

laying out the circuit. Remember  

while you are laying this circuit out,  

that the pieces on the final PCB Board  

may take up more than one row, such as  

the diodes. When laying out the breadboard 

it is recommended to start with laying out the  

two microchips first, leaving a few spaces between  

them because when you go to the PCB Board, wires might  

go around the microchips. For good looks and easy access to the 

microchips, do not have wires go over top of the microchips. Also, try to use the least amount of 

wires as possible because it will make it easier to solder during the PCB Board stage. This can be 

done by connecting things such as the capacitor, labeled C1, directly from pin one on the NE555 

to pin 2 of the NE555 which would eliminate two wires. This can also be done with the second 

capacitor and the resistors. 
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Step Two: 

The second step after completing the 

Breadboard-ing stage, is to start laying out the  

PCB Board schematic. On the right is the 

completed Electronic Coin Toss circuit of the  

breadboard stage. For this circuit it is recommended to use a 

PCB Board that is connected like the breadboard. This will 

make the process a lot easier for one who is just starting or only 

has limited skill in this. Make sure to make connections that 

would eliminate wires. Like the connection from pin one (NE555) to two with the first capacitor 

and the connection from pin five (NE555) to negative, or ground, which would make the circuit 

easier to solder and build.After the layout for the PCB Board 

is completed, then the final step needs to be completed. 

 

 

 

Step Three: 

The final step is to follow your PCB Board    

layout schematic and make all of the connections 

needed by soldering them to the Board. If you are having 

trouble on where to start, start by soldering the microchips 

to the board (make sure if when you are soldering that you 

do not heat up the microchip too much or it will not work) 

and making easy connections such as a positive and 

negative wire to connect your battery or power supply. 

Secondly, try and connect the pins that would connect 

together such as pin 4 and 15 on the 4017. And then from 

that point on follow your schematic. This is the  

most time consuming and tedious task if soldering 

is new to you. Just keep in mind to make solid  

connections and do not connect the wrong things 

together. On the right is the final circuit of the  

Electronic Coin Toss DIY Project.  

 

 

Problems and Complications: 

There were some problems that I found out during 

the construction of this circuit. They were found during 

the second and third stages of this project. The largest problem was that when you lay out the 

PCB Board schematic, the parts have no size and they only seem to take up one row of space, 
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though that is not the case. In terms of the holes on the board, the switch took up a 3x3 section of 

holes and the LEDs took up a 2x2 section of holes. So, make sure you account for the actual size 

of these parts when laying out the board. Lastly, soldering can be hectic. Make sure you use a 

soldering iron with a decent tip so you can easily make connections on the board. The problem I 

had was not making good enough connections on the board and the circuit would not work.  

 

 

Once all of these steps have been completed then the final step is optional. The final step would 

be to incase this circuit in a structure that holds a 9V battery so it can be connected to the circuit 

for power and also have holes cut into it so it only shows the LEDs and the push button.  
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